Teachwell Prosper School is a K-12 day school for children with autism or
other behavior or communication challenges. We use a student-centered
approach to personal learning that blends applied behavior analysis
and specially designed instruction to create an environment that helps
children grow academically and socially. Our team of experienced and
highly trained professionals find joy in helping every learner prosper.
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Teachwell Therapy Services support child development
and student learning. We work with educators and families
to implement plans and update goals when student needs
change. Our team of certified professionals offers therapy
in-person or using remote learning platforms.

DESIGNED TO HELP EVERY LEARNER PROSPER

A student’s day includes one-on-one instruction, group learning and
structured time to work on social skills. Regular sensory and exercise
breaks keep students focused and a system of behavior reinforcement
helps learners stay engaged and on task.
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Applied Behavior Analysis helps students and families
develop behaviors that lead to successful learning. The
specialized therapy is widely recognized as the most
effective way to teach children with autism and other
disabilities that influence behavior and impact learning.

A student’s individual education plan serves as the
foundation for standards-based instruction in language
arts, math, science and social studies. Students are
challenged to apply skills in different ways and learning is
designed to allow students to work on mutliple skills or
subjects as lessons progress.

Teachwell Prosper School accepts students from all
grades and programming is based on the student’s
grade and ability level. Ennrollment in Teachwell
Prosper begins with a referral from a local public
school. Our facility is located in central Sioux Falls
and transportation is provided by the local school.

CONTACT: TYLER ANDERSON | 605-223-0065 | TYLER.ANDERSON@TEACHWELL.ORG
Teachwell Prosper School was developed by Teachwell Solutions, a
non-profit education co-op created by South Dakota public schools.
We specialize in alternative education, special education, therapy
services and supported transition programming.

